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Introductory Essay
by Curator Tegan Bristow
Post African Futures, an exhibition that took
place in May 2015 at the Goodman Gallery in
Johannesburg, explored artists’ positions on the
digital and technological in contemporary African
cultures. The exhibition was a culmination of
and a response to research I’d conducted since
2012 on this subject. This catalogue showcases
an exhibition that responds to this research and
prominently, the works presented at the exhibition
and their exploration of “Post African Futures.”
Research Context
There is to my mind, a fundamental lack of
understanding of how Africa is culturally
positioned in terms of media and technology.
There seems to be a default assumption that the
digital is a Western technology and its influence
and use is therefore Western too. This I found
problematic for two reasons. Firstly it negates
the consequence of neo-colonialism through
communications technologies and secondly it
assumes that there are no unique African and
regional histories of technology.
Through the research that led to the Post African
Futures exhibition I began to ask questions about
how digital and communications technologies
were not only perceived by but also shifted and
challenged by African cultures, both historical and
contemporary.
The research process needed to take a number
of forms, as literary and scholarly sources that
explored technology rarely explored them from
African perspectives, and standard ethnographic
research in this frame was generally from
the Western perspective of technology. Most
scholarship in this field is either archaeological
and anthropological or contained within
anthropologically-led art history, and much of it is
largely empirical and non-theoretical.
In the archaeological and anthropological
scholarship addressing historical forms of

technological engagement, research tends to
focus on a limited number of key areas. A large
body of work on metal smelting sites from the
early Iron Age in different parts of Africa is largely
empirical, contributing nothing to understanding
a philosophy of technology from an earlier age.
Then, research on broadcast media (particularly
radio) and its role in revolutionary movements
during independence wars, is mostly viewed
through the lens of appropriation theory and deals
with media imperialism rather than community
knowledge structures or the significance of
cultural development through resistance. In
African art history, technology is most often
dealt with as a cursory subject addressing the
decorative aspects of objects and artefacts. Very
little attention is given to the socio-cultural role
or the philosophical positions of the technical
systems through which objects are produced.
In the last 10 to 15 years however, there has been
growing interest around pattern-making and
performed mathematics as subjects that position
cultures of technology on the continent. The
popularity of African mathematics owes a debt
to the work of Ron Eglash and his book African
Fractals: Modern Computing and Indigenous
Design (1999). Eglash is perhaps the most quoted
ethno-mathematician on the subject of African
mathematics. His book describes the presence of
mathematical fractals evolving from self-organising
social systems. What is most fascinating about
his findings is the relationship between selforganising or communal constructions with
spiritual signification representing life and the
exploration of probability.
Additionally African Fractals draws on multiple
disciplines – political, cultural, religious and
computational – to define and contain the
understanding of mathematical forms that
originated in Africa. More importantly, what Eglash
shows through these iterating mathematical
functions is that their function is egalitarian at the
core. There is a clear emphasis on social rather

than material culture. Eglash further shows that
African pattern-making and performed number
systems contribute to an understanding of a
knowledge system, and is therefore present in
many aspects of cultural and communal life.
Owing to this work, it became increasingly
important to address the notion of ‘knowledge
system’ in relation to contemporary technology
engagements and how this may potentially
intersect and influence practices within a
globalised information economy. In this I sought
to find what I came to call regional ‘cultures of
technology’ as a means to explore how cultures
interpreted regional knowledge systems (both
pre and post colonial) alongside contemporary
technology practices.
In order to do this I sought views from people
understood to be experts in the fields of
technology development and technology and
the arts, with a particular focus on contemporary
communications technology. I focused this
enquiry on South Africa and Kenya (also Nigeria,
but research took a separate path not discussed
here), as these are leading Information and
Communications Technology (ICT) nations in
Africa. I chose to explore how people in the
respective cities of Johannesburg and Nairobi
were identifying themselves against a globalised
information economy and how digital culture and
technological systems were being explored by
developers and artists in these locations.
The question I wanted answered was how these
experts were understanding and negotiating this
space in relation to their creative and working
practice, as well as to their communities and
culture at large. This process reiterated that it
would not be enough to address what exists, but
additionally what was missing from these histories.
What became significantly apparent in this
process was the presence of very distinct
‘cultures of technology’ in the two countries.

Contemporary ‘cultures of technology’ in the
two cities are largely influenced by their colonial
and Apartheid histories and the challenges that
followed. What was most interesting is that the
artists and practitioners in the respective locations
responded to and evolved new practices in
relation to these cultures of technology. The
cultures of technology therefore do not only hold
in them what is implicit in the knowledge carried
through regional culture and colonial histories.
They also hold the experiences of recent histories
of new and communications technologies played
out in politics and governance in relation to a
globalised information economy.
Nairobi, for instance, first saw the significant use
of digital communications technology with the
mobile phone and at the end of the Moi regime.
Kenyans that lived abroad at the time also
returned and brought with them knowledge that
would build Ushahidi and MPESA.
Ushahidi is a reporting and monitoring system
used by journalists and civilians that was
developed to document, in real time through
mobile phones, the election violence hotspots
in Kenya (Okolloh, 2009). MPESA was the first
successful mobile money system in Africa.
Kenyan’s mobile technology is thus synonymous
with community development and community
interest. This reflects and intersects very well
with traditional culture in East Africa, which like
South African traditional culture, draws on the
community for knowledge development and
social cohesion.
South Africa’s history with digital media is vastly
different and is one that begins with Apartheid
and still suffers, some twenty years later, from
the intercessional infrastructures formed around
the roles and organisations in technology
development. The Apartheid government was
one of the first and few governments in Africa
in the early 80s using computers: Apartheid
was a system run on data, demographic, spatial

and workforce data. A little known fact is that
of those in the resistance movement, a few
were in fact hackers (long before the Internet)
trying to destabilise Apartheid systems. When
Apartheid ended, many of the minds hired to
oversee and manage these systems went into
the banking sector, which had one of the most
advanced digital banking systems in the world.
A veteran from this time once joked that one
of the advantages of sanctions was that South
Africa could “borrow” and enhance technologies
that were being developed in different parts
of the world without it really being noticed.
Unfortunately however for contemporary
practices, development in South Africa is still tied
to an industry founded from this time.
The vast differences in the cultures of
technology of Johannesburg and Nairobi have
a distinct influence on how regional cultures
interpret and engage in digital spaces. The
differences are both fascinating and challenging
in how creative practitioners in the regions
have approached the politics of a globalised
media economy. The exploration of regional
cultures of technology further emphasised the
importance of understanding knowledge and
development in the digital space as sociocultural rather than exclusively technical. This
led me to investigate further philosophies of
technology from an African perspective and
how this may conflict with Western philosophies
of technology. In technology anthropologist
Bryan Pfaffenberger’s 1988 essay, ‘Fetished
Objects and Humanised Nature: Towards an
Anthropology of Technology’, he sets out to
“illuminate the unreliability of the culturallysupplied western notion of technology”(231) .
Western philosophies of technology focus on
two primary foci: technological determinism and
technological somnambulism. For Pfaffenberger,
definitions of technological determinism
and somnambulism show an underlying
unity stemming from the roots of Christian
metaphysics.

He states:
“What is so striking about both naive views
of technology, the view that emphasises
disembodied ways of making and doing
(technological somnambulism) and the other that
asserts technology’s autonomy (technological
determinism), is that they both gravely understate
or disguise the social relations of technology.”
(241)
Technology, in his view, is shaped from interaction
within a network of interrelated components
that include economics, politics, culture and
society. In this there is an emphasis on the social
construction of dominant technologies. This
social construction is the consequence of the
weight of particular social groups in selecting one
technology over competing forms. Pfaffenberger
writes: “The social construction of technology,
in sum, occurs when one set of meaning gains
ascendancy over other ones, and wins expression
in the technical content of the artefact”(240).
Citing David Nobel’s ‘Forces of Production’ (1986),
Pfaffenberger adds that a technology is thus
“hardened history’ or ‘a frozen fragment of human
and social endeavour”(240).
The research into understanding pre-colonial
systems therefore asks questions about how
these systems of knowledge may or may not
have been maintained and, the reason for their
subsequent survival or obsolescence against
other knowledge systems. What the histories
show, and rather quickly, are the consequence of
imposing a knowledge system onto a culture that
has not evolved that knowledge system itself, and
may therefore battle against it. Certainly, this is
what makes the evolution of contemporary African
cultures of technology that much more worthy
of attention.
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Introductory Essay

Exhibition as Invitation to Respond

Artists and Developers
A large part of the investigations conducted in
Johannesburg and Nairobi were spent speaking
with young developers and creatives. Through
these conversations came a mutual unpacking
of what critical engagements were taking place
in and about the digital space in contemporary culture. In this there was much discussion
around whether or not this was happening in arts
practice and whether it was being seen more
prominently in critical popular culture or cultural
engagement. This is additionally reflected in the
Post African Futures exhibition, that while framed
as an art exhibition, is about a much broader
set of engagements outside of what would be
termed ‘fine arts’. This is largely due to fact that
the digital is not addressed in African contemporary art and contemporary art itself is not as
recognisable as an important cultural concern in
many African cultures.
What evolved from these conversations were
particular trends in thinking. One of the trends
was the mutual concern and interest around
Afro-Futurism. In the very first interviews I
conducted most artists were concerned with
how they had become labeled Afro-Futurist.
While this labelling by the international art world
spawned an interest in Afro-Futurism and what
it offered as an aesthetic mechanism that spoke
about blackness in contemporary culture, the
concern was that the label was not their own.
Afro-Futurism in Africa was brought by the EuroAmerican art and design world as a way to define
and functionally contain work coming out of Africa
that explored digitality and technology. Apart
from this labelling, this was being treated with
some caution locally because Afro-Futurism was
mostly an African-American movement. Identifying
practice from Africa in this way negated the
possibility of there being uniquely African criticism
present in the work. The term categorised
practice without a need for a better understanding
of the artists’ intentions or a better understanding
of the culture of technology from which it evolved.
Another shared trend between the two cities
was what was evolving out of poorer areas of
the cities. In both Johannesburg and Nairobi
the cities are made up of clear economic

divisions. What are known as informal
settlements in Johannesburg and slums
in Nairobi are probably some of the most
interesting places where digital and
communications technology is engaged.
The reason is that these are some of the
most culturally diverse locations in each city,
housing not only regional migrants but also
immigrants and refugees from across the
continent. How culture is negotiated in these
spaces does not only cross more boundaries
between language and habits, but is a
location where survival and innovation are
tested daily. What evolves out of these
spaces is perhaps the most defined criticism
of the globalised information economy.
How consumer culture and the digital is
addressed in these areas is paramount to
understanding this criticism. In South Africa,
a practice like iZhikotane 1 is a case in point.
In Nairobi, poorer areas allow for an interrogation
of the growing interest in digital ‘innovation’
by international corporations. This interest has
led to an increase in the NGO space of ICT for
development (ICT4D), which looks to assist with
technological development in places such as
governance, healthcare and education. While this
indicates positive developments on one hand,
these are well-known neo-liberal strategies in
formalising relationships between big business
and governments (Murphy and Carmody, 2015).
It is important to recognise that technologies
hold in them the intrinsic values of the cultures
that produce them, not only in the content
they offer but more so in how this content is
transferred in a system. This is a theme that
I saw interrogated in both cities, in which
young developers and creatives are becoming
increasingly aware of the impact that digital
and communications technologies have on
regional cultures and economies in relation
to strongly Western globalised concerns.
Interestingly, practice from Johannesburg
(from the creative sector and distinctly not the
development sector), looks critically at the
structures that hold and contain digital and
communications technology with particular

attention to power relations and consumer culture.
This particular Johannesburg trend is undoubtedly
related to the particular cultures of technology
found in South Africa and Johannesburg, which
is largely inaccessible and organised by more
‘powerful’ corporate organisations. Practice
from Nairobi, in contrast, criticises the same
concern but from a largely different perspective.
The focus in Nairobi is exploring older African
knowledge systems and how they can be used
to reframe and understand the cultural changes
that societies are going through and, how they
can be healed and orientated towards more
positive outcomes. Again this is largely the
consequence of a diverse culture of technology.

In an attempt to reflect on the development of
Post African Futures I sought responses in two
ways. The first was as a call to a conference
convened at the end of 2014 entitled the
Fak’ugesi Digital African Conference; the
second was the Post African Futures exhibition.
Rather than curate work into the exhibition, I
produced, together with the Goodman Gallery,
a call to action that was sent out to a long list
of artists. The list was made up of artists and
creatives I had encountered through the field
work I had conducted, artists I had encountered
in the processes of the research in other parts
of the continent and, artists that the Goodman
Gallery identified as working in the field.

From this research (all of which is not
presented here), Post African Futures
evolved as a term through which I could
discuss and unpack the issues that became
apparent through these investigations.

This call to action instigated the development
of further conversations and a number of
commissions through the Goodman Gallery:

Post African Futures as a frame was proposing
thinking ‘post’ what was being termed ‘African
Futures’ and an opportunity to interrogate what
‘African Futures’ really was and who was defining it.
Post African Futures became a location where
I could anchor the necessity of addressing
cultures of technology and also the importance
of critical engagements and questioning found in
creative and cultural practice. The latter is what
semiotician Walter Mignolo refers to as ‘actional
methodologies’ towards de-colonisation.

1

A performance practiced in the streets and public spaces
of poorer areas in Gauteng and the Eastern Cape, involving
young black men (sometimes women) who purchase
expensive items of clothing and luxurious foods and burn and
destroy them in a public display (Mnisi, 2015).

We invite you to participate in an exhibition
curated by Tegan Bristow in collaboration
with Emma Laurence of the Goodman
Gallery, Johannesburg in South Africa.
The exhibition intends to address the role of
and response to technology and the digital in
socio-cultural aesthetics and contemporary
practices of art and performance in Africa.
The exhibition will comprise of artists from and
dealing with the continent. Our invitations extend
to South Africa, Kenya, Nigeria, Cameroon,
Tunisia and Egypt; and will be a platform for
performances as well as video, installation,
print and sculptural work. The exhibition dates
are 21st of May to the 11th of June 2015.
This letter acts as both an invitation and frame
for the exhibition. Not only are we inviting you to
present work, but additionally to form a definition
for how this area should and can be understood.
The working frame for the exhibition is Post
African Futures, a conceptual title derived from
various influences and put into use for the first
time at the Fak’ugesi Digital Africa Conference
in December 2014. The term (which I hope to
briefly unpack) is not an absolute definition,
but one that acts as a guide to this invitation
and the start of further engagement with you.

References:
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The works of the exhibition can be organised in general
trends around the response to Post African Futures. In the
introductory essay, distinctions between the cultures of
technology in different regions play a large part and will be
elaborated on. The distinctions are however are not always
clear cut as the artists are exploring not only public culture
but personal engagements. There is also a strong trend
between works that orientate towards social commentary
within the digital and those that explore African knowledge
systems and how these are engaged in the digital. The
former critically addresses a corporatisation and globalisation
of media and the latter - systems and forms of engagement
with systems of knowledge. Sometime these intersect with
regional distinctions.
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Sorry for Real by Tabita Rezaire

Many of the works on the exhibition were
created as a direct response to the call and
were therefore commissioned by the Goodman
Gallery for Post African Futures. Of these was
Tabita Rezaire’s Sorry for Real (2015). It is a
17 minute video work projected as a floating
holograph in a dark and smoke-filled room.
The work is described by the artist as such:
Sorry For Real is a virtual apology on behalf of
the Western world. This fantasised smart-phone
conversation questions the power imbalances
within the apology-forgiveness narrative. What
is the function of an apology? Who benefits from
the apology? What are the power structures
hidden behind our apologetic age? The work
virtually captures the violent histories of slavery,
colonialism, the continuous exploitation of African

Coming Soon (Change Initiated) by CUSS GROUP

and Indigenous’ bodies and lands, and the way
these legacies shape current global systems of
institutionalised oppression. Unapologetically,
this cyber exchange addresses the politics of
“reparations,” and the need to decolonize our
technologies and healing strategies.

CUSS GROUP produced a large billboard
advertisement that was situated in the street
facing windows of the Goodman Gallery for Post
African Futures. The work comments on the
invasiveness of corporate engagement of the
technological space in Johannesburg.

The work is a beautifully constructed video
of a cellphone hanging in holographic
space. A computerised voice from the
phone represents the “Western world” which
apologises for its exploitations and histories
in Africa. Simultaneously, text messages
pop up on and around the screen and
are from “Africa”. They question the role
and validity of apology in response to the
computerised voice calling from “the West”.

CUSS GROUP focuses on the issues that exist
around the commercialisation of creative work,
the fine line between critical creative practice
and where corporate sponsorship and ownership
make indistinct the work of young designers
and creatives in the city. Coming Soon (Change
Initiated) (2015) is described by the artists as:
…a cross-section of a number of elements
prevalent in new Johannesburg urban
regeneration. There are trends that have
appeared within youth culture as well as inner
city property developments where language is
vacuous and change is contrived.

Stock trend creates less room to breath within
this “world class” African city, removing the
chance of a unique voice being forged. Lifestyle
is repackaged and sold back to people repeating
the same colonial cycles mined previously. The
city is seen as a blank canvas. Urban clichés
and redundant renewal are features of these
“flagship” precincts.
We rented it once and we’ll soon be able to rent
it again.
The work of CUSS GROUP has always engaged
with the important role of cultural criticism acted
out in popular culture in Johannesburg. They
type of actions found in practices like iZhikotane
and the dynamic media reuse in mobile media
as embedded in popular culture. Coming Soon
(Change Initiated) (2015) speaks at how livelihoods
and cultures are threatened by a corporate
understanding of what is “better for” communities
and cultures in maintaining their own interests.
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NERVOUSCONDITIONER.LIFE.001 by NTU

Johannesburg based group NTU responded
to the call with new work. NTU is a new
art collective started in 2015 and made up
of Bogosi Sekhukhuni, Nolan Dennis and
Tabita Rezaire, who describe NTU as:
…an agency concerned with the spiritual
futures of technology. NTU seeks to enhance
intersubjective virtual user possibilities
by providing decolonial therapies for the
digital age. Drawing from African spiritual
philosophies, NTU embrace the interdependency
of the organic, spiritual and technological
realm to restore energetic imbalances.
Theirs was a large gallery installation presented
as an office environment with NTU “corporate
signage”. In this space, the primary focus was
a server hosted on a local network and held
in a specially constructed server box, made

DISRUPTER X Project: NOTES FROM THE ANCIENTS by Pamela Phatsimo Sunstrum
and Thenjiwe Niki Nkosi (featuring Dion Monti and Lisa Jaffe)

of smoky reflective glass. This was positioned
alongside a workstation (like those found in
a corporate space or Internet cafe) at which
visitors could access the server’s interface,
a chat room and private uploading space.
The work is a comment on the Internet as a
highly bigoted and racialised space, in which
young Africans don’t feel safe or adequately
represented. The artists describe the work as:
An independent online network, created
to explore the possibilities of a safe and
independent space on the Internet: free of
discrimination, speech control and surveillance.
NTU created its own web server on which to
host NERVOUSCONDITIONER.LIFE.001, a closed
network prototype on the deep web. Nervous
Conditioner was specifically conceived as a
safe place for people of colour to discuss, share

and organise, free of the white-supremacistpatriarchal-hetero-normative suppression
that governs the public Internet. While it is
run via public Internet protocols, Nervous
Conditioner exists on a private server which is
controlled by NTU, and accessible only when
installed under secure NTU conditions.
The work challenges where ownership of
networked information lies. The use of the
server is described by the artists as way
to interrogate this ownership online. Most
of the world’s servers exist in America and
Western Europe, meaning that most traffic and
information stored is orientated towards those
cultures. By creating their own closed-off server,
the artists present their feeling of insecurity
associated with the Internet for Africans.

Thenjiwe Niki Nkosi and Pamela Phatsimo
Sunstrum have been uncovering The Legend of
DISRUPTER X since 2013. This Johannesburgbased duo constructed an installation into which
they also performed for Post African Futures. This
installation NOTES FROM THE ANCIENTS was the
third iteration of DISRUPTER X and extended on
two previous iterations of DISRUPTER X in which
the legend of DISRUPTER X was constructed and
acted. The first was a theatrical performance and
the second was an opera. The Post African Futres
iteration was a diorama-styled installation of the
legend.
The Legend is described by the artists:
X is a soldier in the Disrupter Army. The
Disrupters are dissidents. They are the only force
in The World still fighting against The Agency. The
Agency turns living things into programmable,
interchangeable pieces of data for their army.

The Agency will stop at nothing to incorporate
everyone and everything into their data-army.
The legend was constructed by the artists in
response to debate around the archive and how
museums have archived African culture and
African art. The artists respond with a futuristic
tale of X who is able to understand the messages
of The Agency, and in so doing, is able to avoid
capture and fight for the Disrupters. The artists
describe the Post African Futures iteration as
follows:
NOTES FROM THE ANCIENTS was a diorama
featuring the work of The Archivists – the
custodians of the legend of DISRUPTER X, who
travel the world telling her tale. Audiences could
explore the diorama to learn about DISRUPTER
X’s relationship to The Geomancer: a beautiful
but powerful weapon that plays a vital role in her
fate. The background of the diorama depicted

DISRUPTER X’s terrain – a lifeless landscape of
abandoned mine dumps. The diorama included
a live performance by The Archivists; a video
display of DISRUPTER X’s lineage; a recording of
the legend sung as an operatic aria; a live-feed
into a storeroom of the Iwalwewahaus African
Art Archive in Bayreuth, Germany where her
ancestors lie; and a centrally displayed hologram
of the spinning Geomancer.2
As is clear in this work and those of Rezaire, CUSS
GROUP and NTU, much of it challenges historical
authoritative structures and how these are still
prevalent and influence the lives of people in
Johannesburg.

2
The hologram stood in place of the actual Geomancer
object, which at the time appeared to have been lost at sea.
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When the Sphere Deviates to the Right, Migration or Mutation? by Jean Mukendi Katambayi

is I am sky by Dineo Sheshe Bopape

Katambayi is a Cameronian artist, but really
more of a self taught philosopher and
mathematician. In Post African Futures this work,
which was constructed a year before while
Katamabyi was on residency with VANSA3 in
Johannesburg, represents that role of conceptual
exploration manifest in physical form.

An emerging theme in the exhibition was the
role of the spiritual: the world on the edges of
physicality and thus how the digital allows for an
engagement with it aesthetically.

When the sphere deviates to the Right, Migration
or Mutation? (2014) is a interactive sculptural
work that explores a mathematical understanding
of African migration to Europe. The work is
constructed from paper and card and also
includes electronic circuits and components.
It works in real time, is interactive and sound
and light are activated when engaged.

In the work, the artist explores a playful theory
around why more Africans should spend time
in countries closer to the poles and why people
closer to the poles should spend more time in
Africa: most Africans live close to the equator,
and therefore are in the world for more time (the
centre of the equator is the thickest part of the
earth and the rotation therefore larger) and people
close to the poles are spending a lot less time in
the world. It is therefore necessary for them to
exchange for periods of time. The artist states:
I’m looking for the optimum meeting point of the
cosmos energy. It’s permanent research and a
kind of performance for me because I’m in the
same way the object, the subject and the agent.

Katambayi’s explorations engage how people
in the world share the same energy and that we
are only changing parameters of that energy
in our passage through time and space.

3

Visual Arts Network of South Africa

Dineo Sheshe Bopape’s video work is I am sky
(2013), inspired by Afro-Futurist San Ra, allows the
materiality of the digital to speak about slipping
between the physical and the spiritual. is I am sky
is a responsive work about the feeling of being
present in the world of the spirit. The work uses
digital video to glide between the felt, the emotive
and the known. This use of the digital to explore
and unpack the spiritual is significant as it allows
for the exploration of a knowledge system strongly tied to African myths around the paranormal.
The work is accompanied by a poem rather than
a description in which Bopape explores notions
of being:

is i am sky…
closer to the sky (I) sang some songs,
(I wondered if/
how one can marry the sky)
On my mind for a number of years has been the 		
		 1985 poem by SunRa called ‘the
endless realm’… there might be a line in the poem 		
		 that says- is I am sky…
Which is where the title of the video has come from…
		 is I am sky… am I the sky? Is the sky i? am I the
sky? Do I exist as the sky?
		 (beginning with existence )
‘All that and this are mine, and all together they are 		
		 nothing…. How treasured rich
I am…’
I have been thinking about interiority and exteriority…
		 mirrors…
Internal mirrors/external mirrors…
One’s sense self… possession/loss
The loss of self, the capturing/possession of one’s 		
		 self
Where and also how is the self located? (How to find
		 it once it is lost)
Whose sky? whose green grass- all that is nothing, 		
		 together they are mine,
mountains of nothing, eternal nothing

Which self, whose self, how self?
What is the sky?
Can the sky see me? could I see me?
Like in the abott book- flatland:a romance of many 		
		 dimensions…
And like ‘the way a pepperoni on a pizza pie cannot
		 see the whole pie…’
During the making of it, I have visited the work of
Tlokwe Sehume, George Lewis,
Sun Ra and others unconsciously too. They are on a
		 cosmic groove that I get
dazzled by from the inside...
Kerry James Marshall’s works also sprung to me 		
		 whilst editing the work.
Cyprian shilakoe…. Ralph Ellison...
There is something about the night too...
the sky too...
this nothing too,
how treasured rich I am...
I have the beauty of nothing
Looking into space- empty space- nothing space 		
		 filled with nothing- (stars
planets inbetween all the nothing)
The self recedes into nothing
Shinny shimmering nothing
the eve of nothing, (a beautiful death)
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Anamnesis by Haythem Zakaria

Unlike Bopape’s exploration, but still within
the use of the digital to explore the spiritual,
Tunisian Haythem Zakaria’s Anamnesis
(2015) expands on his explorations of Sufism
in Islam. His digitally-altered photographic
work comes with a text written by poet JoëlClaude Meffre and translated by Delia Morris
(2015) and explores notions of the post
human in the digitally altered and constructed
image of the Magreb desert. Meffre says:
Any image with visionary force implies that it
has emerged through a gap in consciousness,
like a calm but intense flash whose origins
are thrust deep into distant and unimaginable
territory. It appears, then, as a revelation that
we cannot quite grasp because of its elusive
power – it leaves a trace scratched as though
with a steel nib on the screen of dreams.
The image – and such is the case here – is
supposedly a vision aimed at our gaze alone,
but by way of analogy, it can also lead to an
aural vision or can even have a taste, a subtle

Ifa Organ by Kapwani Kiwanga

perfume. It is the result of a revelation that
would normally depend on our understanding
and this is still implicit; though it belongs to the
realm of the Hidden, it is now in the Visible
through the medium of its expression. That
which is hidden is but the reverse side of a
fabric known as the Apparent or the Efficient.
Three entities are visible here, three identical
forces, linked to the same source by the
same underlying connections, now lying there
motionless above the vast desert. What are
they? Dark spaces, manifestations of a hyperhuman. Each one contains the same concentrate
in the same congruency of all the words that
make up the body of thinking represented by
logos, the memory of the logos in echo of its
own reflection in its ruin, any possible future,
power, or summons to the spoken word. At the
same time each contains the substantial noise
of Words in a quivering magma, an impending
scrambling. Beyond, a single, transparent thread
of explicit word(s) could detach itself and come
into the world to fulfil its task of annunciation.

These three forces may also be defined
projections of a well-guarded table specific to
the Pleroma of which one aspect suspended
mid-air air on the edge of the world can just be
glimpsed, there in the middle of a desert that
lends itself to a possible post-human parousia.
Haythem Zakaria’s photographic vision renders
visible what should only belong to the realm of
the hidden. The three polyhedral forces are only
there because they contain a nebula of words
compressed into the revelatory powers of an
imagined effervescence. And because of this,
the image leaves an atmosphere of suspense,
expectation, the all-absorbing, deafening
presence of an imminence about to explode. It
could illustrate what Ibn Arabî has to say of the
hidden and the absolute: “Ordinary people are
utterly mistaken in their belief that the visible
world is what can be seen and the Absolute
a hidden mystery. In fact, the Absolute is the
eternal Apparent which never went into hiding.

Unlike Zakaria and Bopape, Kiwanga playfully
explores the role of mathematics in African
religious rites. She recreates an Ifa divination
into the format of a punch card system
of the barrel organ. The artist states:
Ifa-Organ (2013) associates Ifa - a binary
divination system practiced principally in Nigeria,
Benin, and their diasporas - and the barrel organ
originating in eastern and central Europe. An Ifa
priest in Benin performed a remote consultation
at my request. This divination produced a series

of signs that were then transposed onto a card
for a barrel organ through perforations. When
played, the card produces a repetitive music
which broadcasts the oracle into public space.
The perforated card is at once a sonic and
visual object. When inactivated by the organ, the
card is displayed in the exhibition space inviting
the viewer to decipher the divination codes.
The work was presented at Post African Futures
as a video of the performance in France and the
card book for the Barrel Organ, 13 x 450 cm.
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KT2 by Mũchiri Njenga

Carol (26.11.2012) Lucy (11.10.2012) Moroko (08.10.2012) by Sam Hopkins

In extension of Kiwanga’s work, the questions of
the role of narrative in what is required to “tell”
of African concepts and histories with regard to
cultures of technology becomes increasingly clear.

the work unpacks role of communal production
of stories. In KT2, which accompanied Kishwateli
on the exhibition, Njenga explores the production
of his film sets and props. The artist states:

Kenyan film maker Mũchiri Njenga’s KT2 (2015),
which was also made for Post African Futures, is
a continuation of the narrative he started to tell in
his short film Kishawateli (2011). Kishwateli begins
to question the informational role of media in
relation to traditional knowledge, interrogating
not only its effect but the systems through which
it is constructed. KT2 was a photographic and
sculptural exploration of the extended narrative in
planning. In this exploration, the role of production
becomes a question for the artist, who through

KT2 explores the relationship between African
traditions, which can themselves be futuristic in
nature and future technology. KT2 explores the
dynamic between environment, local subcultures
and high technology within a dystopian
Africa. I believe that African science fiction
can be used as social commentary: depicting
emerging trends in technology, threats caused
by global anxiety and perhaps providing an
alternative narrative in a globalized world.

Again, the ‘culture of technology’ is orientated
strongly around community and its reflection
in culture is seen more strongly in narrative
forms such as sculptural and performative
unpacking of conceptual encounters. It is often
seen through filmmaking. Through my research
I have found these forms to be the more
natural and traditional ways of art making on
the continent. This is seen strongly in the work
of Nairobi-based practitioners who work in an
environment, unlike Johannesburg, that has a
strong literary tradition that explores criticism
through fiction rather than contemporary art.

Sam Hopkin’s Carol (26.11.2012) Lucy (11.10.2012)
Moroko (08.10.2012) also looks at the construction
of narrative and the role of narrative in the
mobile space. Hopkins explores through this
work how mobile media in Kenya is becoming
intertwined with everyday life and asks how these
communally-constructed stories then become
orientated stories which then manifest in the
digital and mobile space. Of the work the artist
states the following:

The films were represented at Post African
Futures with a poster installation which included
an SMS code for the films. Visitors SMSed the
code, and received a URL on their phone with
which they could access and watch the films on
their own device. Hopkin’s choice of medium
is fundamental to the work. It was important to
Hopkins that the work not be viewed in the gallery
but rather in public (on the street) or in a private
encounter on one’s cellphone.

[I]n which the opening up a space for the
articulation of narratives which disturb and disrupt
official narratives. These counter-narratives are
singular, everyday and authored by the character
in the film. The artist’s criterion is not to represent
a universal and objective truth. Based on a
subjective, and possibly idealised diary, these
films are intended to be documents of a process,
not documentary films.

Carol (26.11.2012), LENGTH – 7m 57s, SYNOPSIS –
Carol Kariuki is an estate agent who works
between Nairobi and Thika. She works for the
family business ‘Cornerstone Real Estate’ and
lives with her husband and daughter in Chania
Village, just outside Thika. The film shows her
daily routine, from morning run, to evening
bedtime.

Lucy (11.10.2012), LENGTH – 8m 21s, SYNOPSIS
– Lucy is a young fashion designer who lives in
Nairobi West. The film shows the extremes of
her day, from chilling in the evening, watching
TV, painting her nails, to rushing around all day
between clients and her tailor.
Moroko (08.10.2012), LENGTH – 8m 55s,
SYNOPSIS – Moroko, or Robert Maurice
Lenakore, is a rapper who lives in Woodley Estate,
Nairobi with his brother and sister. The film traces
his daily activities, from dropping his sister at
the school bus in the morning, to doing up the
Phoenix Records recording studio, to hanging with
his pals.
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Àlà by Emeka Ogbho

Lagos2060 by iMagineering Lagos

Moving image and sound in Nigerian artist Emeka
Ogbho’s two channel video work Àlà (2012)
constructs Lagos as both an imagined and real
location. The artists states:

Lagos is similarly explored from its fictitious
potential in the futurist narrative shown in
Lagos2060 (2015), by the group, iMagineering
Lagos. The iteration of Lagos2060 shown at Post
African Futures is a video work that unpacks
speculative fictions of Lagos in the year 2060.
The narratives deal with contemporary concerns
in Lagos, such as religion, traditional medicine,
housing and transportation in a speculative future
only 45 years away. The group states:

markets, the collective are ambassadors of
scenario planning and encourage radical thinking
that involves a wider cross-section of society
beyond the formal means of city-making and
social commentary. The vision is not to leave
the future of cities solely in the hands of policy
makers or even creatives but to engage citizens
in policy and change-making discourse in
response to the fast-paced dynamics of the cities
we live in.

Lagos_2060 is an initiative led by iMagineering
Lagos, a collective of creative technologists,
writers and cultural producers. With the current
trend of future thinking and the growing
importance of technology, especially in emerging

Located somewhere between science fiction
and societal debate, the Lagos2060 project is
an interactive installation that combines video
with performance art, juxtaposing future global
aspirations against local realities without shying

Àlà brings the sights and sounds of the megacity
Lagos together in an installation that explores
Lagos’s continued capacity to capture the
imagination of people near and far, who arrive
daily with aspirations of carving out a living
and eventually finding their “golden fleece.” In
a dizzying display of manipulated images and
intricate sound mixing, Lagos is painted as a
space of intense hope and desire, laying bare the
“dream” (àlà) that keeps it churning, yet which for
many is a fleeting illusion.

away from the possible contradictions that may
arise. Through such explorations, the collective
adopts scenario-planning to contextualise our
own ‘futures’ and ‘futurism’. The result is an
interactive thought experiment that revolves
around prospective socio-cultural technologies
borne of, but not restricted to the future city of
Lagos with the aid of various storytelling tools.
In this way, it allows for creative liberties and a
retrospective distance for critical engagements
with ‘the now’.
Lagos_2060 emerged in response to an invitation
by NESTA and the British Council UK to contribute
to FutureFest 2015, NESTA’s flagship event in
London.
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Don’t Shoot by Jepchumba

In addition to her contribution in leading the
Future Lab Africa podcast series that interviewed
all the artists represented on Post African Futures,
Jepchumba additionally presented a series of two
printed works titled Don’t Shoot (2014) that directly
explore the impact and role of social media in
contemporary African cultures. The artist states:
This two piece graphic series is the exploration of
African and Black representations of masculinity

iosupdatemylife by Brooklyn J. Pakathi

largely inspired by the #blacklivesmatter
movement. The work explores how black
masculinity is constructed, codified and
disseminated over the Internet.
Don’t Shoot places the black male body at the
centre of inquiry, identifying the influence of
social media movements that have politicized
the black body. The work incorporates various
digital mixed media and thereby serves to set

an emotional and divisive tone of raced gender
performance in today’s highly charged online
political environment.
The online space is interrogated strongly in Post
African Futures as a location that needs to be
challenged and what it represents with regard to
the corporatisation of culture. The online space is
also acknowledged for what it offers movements
such as #blacklivesmatter and #feesmustfall.

iosupdatemylife (2015) is a playful and existential
exploration of the digital communications media.
Viewed through the eyes of the youngest artists
on Post African Future, this series of digital prints
plays out an emotive and existential conversation
with an iOS (a computer operating system).
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Talks & Screening
Programme

Talks and Screening
Programme

To support access and conversations over the period of
the Post African Futures exhibition, a talk and screening
series was hosted both in the Goodman Gallery and in
Braamfontein, Johannesburg. The following schedule
outlines this talks and screening programme. The short films
and documentary shown in the screenings were also curated
through the call to action.
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Talks & Screening

To support access and conversations over the
period of the Post African Futures exhibition, a
talk and screening series was hosted both in the
Goodman Gallery and in Braamfontein, Johannesburg. The following schedule outlines this talks
and screening programme. The short films and
documentary shown in the screenings were also
curated through the call to action.
Exhibition Opening: 21st May 2015
Opening Performances:
18:30 The DISRUPTER X Project: NOTES 		
FROM THE ANCIENTS
By Pamela Phatsimo Sunstrum and Thenjiwe
Niki Nkosi (ZA)
Featuring Dion Monti and Lisa Jaffe
19:00 Anamnesis
Initiatory vision by Joel-Claude MEFFRE for 		
artist Haythem Zakaria (TN)

DIGITAL AFRICA & NARRATIVE,
23 May 2015
14:00 Hallu-Ci, talk and screening by Brooklyn
J. Pakathi (SA)
14:30 Lagos2060, talk and screening by 		
Olamide Udo-Udoma of Imagineering Lagos 		
(NG)
POST FUTURES, KENYA: TRADITION AND 		
THE GLOBALISED DIGITAL, 28 May 2015
18:30 Kichwateli, screening and Q & A with 		
Muchiri Njenga (KE)
19:00 Silicon Savannahs & Digital Landscape,
talk by Jepchumba (KE)
19:30 PUMZI, screening of Kenyan Sci Fi by 		
Wanuri Kahui (KE)
DATA FUTURES, 6 June 2015
14:00 SWAARTNET, talk by NTU (ZA)
15:00 WWW GLOBAL COM, screening and 		
artists talk by Tabita Rezaire (ZA)
SOUND & AFRICAN CULTURES OF
TECHNOLOGY, 18 June 2015
18:30 Just a Band & Makemende, screening
and talk by Just a Band (KE) and Future 		
Sounds Hack-a-thon by Create Africa (ZA).
19:30 Future Sounds of Mzanzi, screening of
documentary film by Lebogang Rasethebe 		
(ZA) and Nthato Mokgata (ZA)

hallu-ci: An Internet Short Film by Brooklyn J
Pakathi
hallu-ci (2014) chronicles the story of Frank Nzima
Lin, a 20-year old South African youth born of a
Zulu father and a Korean mother. We follow his
interactions online as the URL visitor, through
which he discovers, defines, and conceals himself.
While Frank struggles with an inherited cultural
dichotomy, a similar dichotomy extends itself to
the majority of youth in the age of the Internet.
Through its dissemination online, culture is
changing more rapidly than ever and is in constant
flux trying to define self through art, music,
fashion, and the Internet. The Internet allows
the new South African youth to be the curator of
their life; however, we often find that this masks
anxiety, depression, and confusion and what is
presented is a veil of illusion and personas.

PUMZI by Wanuri Kahui
Set in a post-apocalyptic world in which
water scarcity has extinguished life above
ground, the short film follows one scientist’s
quest to investigate the possibility of
germinating seeds beyond the confines of her
repressive subterranean Nairobi culture.
Nature is extinct. The outside is dead. Asha
lives and works as a museum curator in one
of the indoor communities set up by the Maitu
Council. When she receives a box in the mail
containing soil, she plants an old seed in it and
the seed immediately starts germinating. Asha
appeals to the Council to grant her permission to
investigate the possibility of life on the outside,
but the Council denies her exit visa. Upon
resisting the Council further, hostile agents are
sent to the natural history museum and proceed
to destroy the surrounding exhibits before
forcibly dragging Asha from her workstation.
However, Asha, still in possession of the seed,
manages to escape into the desert-like outside
world with the help of a bathroom janitor soon
after being captured. Following a compass given
to her by the janitor, Asha manages to find the
tree from her dreams after nearly fainting in the
oppressive desert heat. With her final strength,
Asha plants the seed in the ground by the tree
and pours her remaining water over it before
further nourishing the seed with her sweat. The
movie concludes with Asha passing out on the
desert floor as the camera zooms out revealing an
unseen lush forest beside her.

Future Sounds of Mzanzi by Lebo Rasethaba &
Nthato Mokgata
Future Sound of Mzansi (2014) is a documentary
which aims to explore, express, and interrogate
South Africa’s cultural landscape. A chief vehicle
of this exploration is electronic music, a staple of
South African popular culture. The film explores
the past, present and future of the scene and its
multiple sub-genres, presented through the eyes
of internationally-acclaimed artist Spoek Mathambo. Future Sound of Mzansi is directed by Nthato
Mokgata ( Spoek Mathambo) and Lebogang
Rasethaba of Egg Films and, produced by Black
Major with support from the Red Bull Studio and
clothing label WESC.
The film does not aim to be an exhaustive account
of the history of electronic music in South Africa
nor does it try provide a comprehensive and
all-inclusive overview of the genre. This is what
filmmakers Nthato and Lebo have to say about the
process and their approach during this journey
that has spanned almost two years:
We travelled around South Africa to explore our
rich electronic music scene. For years there’s been
a strong movement of producers, instrumentalists,
vocalists and most importantly, party goers, giving
themselves to new ideas of African electronic
music. We have seen a couple of generations
unafraid to be proudly South African, proudly party
rocking, proudly futuristic, international stake raisers, and hell raisers. The future looks awesome,
blindingly beautiful and bursting at the seams with
youth energy and talent. Still a country steeped in
poverty, crime, and injustice, South Africans party
like their lives depend on it. From the sounds of
deep house to glitch hop, kwaito-house, township
tech, sghubu sapitori; durban qhum, daintly melodic electronica to dubstep; super fast khawuleza
and shangaan electro. The groove is thick and
infectious. And they give themselves to it. Our
mission was simple, to meet up with some of our
heroes, colleagues, competition, and co-conspirators…an ever-potent gang of electronic music
pioneers sculpting The Future Sound of Mzansi.”
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The Afterlife of Mr Gold:
Episode 4
is I am sky by Dineo Sheshe Bopape

The Afterlife of Mr Gold: Episode 4

In an interview about his most recent novel, Two years eight
months and twenty-eight nights, Salmon Rushdie speaks of
the ‘colossal fragmentation of reality’ in the 20th century.
Fragmented reality and the fantastical are at the core of
the collaborative performance, the Afterlife of Mr Gold :
Episode 4. A labyrinth of bizarre narratives and inexplicable
characters in the performance probe the structure of history,
the confines of identity and the tragedy of urban decay.
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Main Performance: The Afterlife of Mr. Gold: Episode 4
by Emma Laurence
In an interview about his most recent novel,
Two years eight months and twenty-eight
nights, Salmon Rushdie speaks of the ‘colossal
fragmentation of reality’ in the 20th century.
Fragmented reality and the fantastical are at
the core of the collaborative performance, the
Afterlife of Mr Gold : Episode 4. A labyrinth of
bizarre narratives and inexplicable characters in
the performance probe the structure of history,
the confines of identity and the tragedy of urban
decay.
Staged as an entrance into the afterlife, the
performance takes place in an imagined space
where the invented mythologies of the South
African collective The Brother Moves On, Kenyan
musical group Just A Band and South African
musician Smiso Zwane - aka Okmalumkoolkat
aka all black black kat, aka smart mompara aka
bhut’yang’chaza aka ikati elimnyama aka The
Sjambok Ambu - meet.
Mimicking the format of a late night show the
performance opened with a monologue by
Mr Gold, a partly allegorical character created
by The Brother Moves on. The parable of Mr

Gold , whose life is continually played out in
performances, albums and videos by The Brother
Moves On, investigates urban identity, modern
value systems and lost faith.
Mr Gold was introduced to audiences in
2009 when his funeral was staged during a
performance by The Brother Moves on at the
South African Broadcasting Commission. At the
time very little was known about Mr Gold, and
the funeral was enacted so that The Brother
Moves On could begin telling his story in a non
chronological order, starting with his death. In
The Afterlife of Mr Gold: Episode 4, Mr Gold
opens up the afterlife to the physical realm and
begins a narrative of time travel, magic and post–
colonialism.
In a cross genre narrative worthy of Marvel
comics, Mr Gold introduces the audience to
the Kenyan superhero Makmende who exists
in Kenyan urban mythology as a vigilante. The
mythical figure is believed to have been formed
after a mispronunciation of Clint Eastwood’s
famous line ‘Go ahead make my day’ in Dirty
Harry. While the myth of Makmende exists in the

collective stories of many Kenyans, he was was
brought to life in Just a Band’s music video Ha He.

Seude – a space cowboy with the power to exist
in a fourth dimension.

Referencing the style and narrative of
Blaxploitation and Kung Fu, the group developed
a narrative fiction around Makmende and the
video became an internet sensation. A satirical
take on Western interpretations of black male
identity, Makmende is a re-appropriation of
Hollywood stereotypes and a vessel through
which the volatile nature of post colonial identity
can be navigated.

Enter Future Mfana aka Okmalumkoolkat aka
all black black kat, aka smart mompara aka
bhut’yang’chaza aka ikati elimnyama aka The Sjambok Ambu part of the ever-evolving identity of Siso
Zwane. Determined to escape a constrictive definition of himself, the musician continues to invent
alter egos and characters each of which is added to
his name. Like his counterparts, Future Mfana is an
enigma who exists in the past, future and present
and who proves that the past is just as uncertain
as the future. The different facets of the character
are at once physical manifestations of urban slang,
political motivations and spiritual introspections.

Makmende remains a supernatural figure, existing
only as a figure on the internet with a Facebook
page, a twitter account and a blog. In the Afterlife
of Mr Gold : Episode 4, Makmende appeared on
a video call – and interacted with Mr Gold only
via text messaging. During the performance the
characters talk about meeting each other in “the
other world” brought into existence by human
thought and a desire to understand their past and
future. Just a Band’s mythology extends beyond
Makmende and the audience was introduced
to Luande Magere, the magical archivist ,
NairobiDhobi a time travelling sage and Ricky

In a frenzy of narrative fiction, enactment and
improvisation – the artists appropriated each
others’ histories, re-invented their pasts and
added to their own ever-evolving identities. If, as
Rushdie notes, it is through the fantastical that
truth is accessed, then in The Afterlife of Mr Gold :
Episode 4, the truth is shown to be just as volatile
as the past, the future , Mr Gold’s life, Makmende’s
geography or Okaymalumkoolkat’s name.
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is I am sky by Dineo Sheshe Bopape

Podcast Series:
Future Lab Africa

Podcast Series:
Future Lab Africa

Future Lab Africa is an accompanying podcast series
commissioned by the Goodman Gallery and produced by
Jepchumba. On receiving the call to action, Jepchumba
came back with a request to produce a podcast series
interviewing artists and groups who participated. The
series has gone on to explore other projects beyond of
Post African Futures. The series offers insight and more
intimate conversations with the creative practitioners in
relation to their work. All podcasts can be found on
www.postafricanfutures.net and www.futurelabafrica.org.
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is I am sky by Dineo Sheshe Bopape

Participant Biographies

Participant Biographies

The participants of Post African Futures can be thought of
more as research collaborators than artist participants. Post
African Futures was a responsive interrogation of the digital
and technological within African cultures of the technology.
The list that follows includes curators, artists, filmmakers and
performers, all of whom have contributed through their work
to a stronger vision of how Post African Futures should be
understood.
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Participant Biographies

Tegan Bristow

CUSS GROUP

Bristow is the curator and researcher of Post
African Futures. A South Africa artist and
developer of interactive digital installations,
Bristow also lectures and heads the Interactive
Digital Media at the Digital Arts Division of the
University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg.
Bristow is finalising her PhD on Technology Art
and Culture Practices in Africa which is titled
Post African Futures: Decolonising Technologies
through Aesthetic Practices in African Cultures
of Technology. As an artist, Bristow has exhibited
widely. “Meaning Motion” at Wits Art Museum
in Johannesburg, South Africa acted as
retrospective to her interactive art developments.
In 2016 Bristow is Director of the Fak’ugesi Digital
Africa Festival: www.fakugesi.co.za.

CUSS GROUP’s activities have spanned
the founding of a web television initiative,
online publications, digital art, and curatorial
projects at their HQ in Johannesburg. The
collective responds to commercial, cultural and
technological super-hybridity through the filter
of urban trends, material artifacts, and youth
culture in contemporary post-post-colonial South
Africa. For a number of events, including their
ongoing series of curated platforms Video Party
(2013-2014), they have used non-traditional
spaces like shops to insert art into the everyday
and democratise its audiences. CUSS GROUP is
attuned to digital developments in a globalized
contemporary, witnessing the exclusionary
constructs that are the legacy of political and
colonial histories in the post-geographical realm
of bots and trolls - as well as in art-world formats
and institutions.

Dineo Sheshe Bopape
Dineo Seshee Bopape was born in 1981 on a
Sunday. If she were Ghanaian, her name would be
Akosua/Akos for short. In the year of her birth: the
Brixton riots took place; two people were injured
when a bomb exploded in a Durban shopping
centre; Bobby Sands dies; MTV is launched; the
Boeing 767 makes its first air flight; and Umkhonto
we Sizwe performs numerous underground
assault operations against the apartheid state.
That year there was also an earthquake in China
that killed maybe 50 people; Hosni Mubarak was
elected president of Egypt; there was a coup
d’etat in Ghana; Princess Diana of Britain married
Charles; Bob Marley dies; Apartheid SA invaded
Angola; AIDS is identified/created/named;
Salman Rushdie releases Midnight’s Children;
In the region of her birth, Bopape’s paternal
grandmother died. Julius Malema is born. Millions
of people cried. Millions of people laughed It
rained, and it didn’t rain. The world’s population
was apparently at around 4,529-billion.

Focusing on collaborations and his solo work,
Hakim’s overall artistic output intends to reimagine
and recreate the tradition of folklore and storytelling in a contemporary setting. The story he’s
most interested in understanding is the current
post-apartheid transition, and how it articulates
itself in choosing what we hold onto and what we
discard moving forward.

Sam Hopkins
Sam Hopkins is an artist whose work responds
to the specific social and political context within
which he is living; as such he can be described
as a contextual artist. In a sense his art is maybe
more akin to documentary: probing, investigating
and re-imagining stories, characters and elements
of daily life. Rather than work with strategies of
reference and allusion, his position is to try to
make autonomous works: art which can be ‘read’
without necessarily knowing a specific canon of
Art.

Itai Hakim
It is uncommon to hear a young South African
musician sing in their mother tongue, let alone in
Venda and Tsonga. This is a feat achieved by folksoul singer, guitarist and songwriter Itai Hakim:
“An old soul trapped in a future where we’ve
seemingly forgotten the folklore..”
The 26 year old story teller from Diepkloof,
Soweto, has a richly textured tenor voice that
commands the attention of the listener, not
because it is loud, but because it has a novel
ethereal quality that pours out into beautifully
haunting lyrics, which narrate tales of the forgotten
elders, their exiled offspring, love and loss. Hakim
uses an inventive playing style which is a cross
between afro-blues and indie-jazz, expressed
through a plucking style unique to traditional folk
guitarists. The self-taught guitarist draws influence
from artists such as; Sam Mutukudzi, K-OS, Richard
Bona, Sibusile Xaba, and Project Elo creating a
soundscape that feels new and old at the same
time. A music that does not fit comfortably into any
genre could best be described as folk-soul.

As his practice is triggered and defined by a
context, it exhibits a broad spectrum of both
media and content. Although wary of grand
narratives, much of his work does seem to
orbit around issues of public space and the
negotiation of participatory practice. Critical to this
engagement is a keen attentiveness to the ways
in which media produce realities, as opposed
to simply transmitting them. This investigation is
often process-based, and long term, as expressed
in projects such as Slum TV and Urban Mirror
but his practice also encompasses a more
immediate and formal approach such as the body
of installations which explore the peculiarities and
aesthetics of the ‘Development’ sector in Kenya.
Born in 1979 in Rome, he was raised in Kenya
and England before studying History and Spanish
in Edinburgh and Cuba. He then proceeded to
postgraduate studies in Contemporary Art in
Oxford and Weimar, returning to Nairobi on a
permanent basis in 2006. As well as working with
Slum TV and Urban Mirror, he is also a frequent
collaborator of the Nairobi-based collective
Maasai Mbili. He has participated in, both as
artist and curator, a broad spectrum of local

and international exhibitions. He is currently a
PhD research candidate at the University of the
Arts London (UAL) and works as a Kulturstiftung
des Bundes Guest Curator at the Iwalewahaus
Bayreuth. He was recently named one of the 100
Leading Global Thinkers of 2014 by Foreign Policy
(FP) Magazine.

Members of the iMagineering Lagos
collective
Aderinsola Ajao is a writer and editor based in
Lagos. Her articles have been published in NEXT,
Chimurenga, The Hollywood Reporter, Glänta,
The Guardian, ThisDay, TheNEWS, Efrika.TV,
and Africiné. She worked briefly with Afrinolly,
developers of Africa’s premiere movie-based
mobile phone app before joining Goethe-Institut
Nigeria, where she is daily involved in organizing
arts and culture-based programmes with an
interdisciplinary scope.

the institute, she works to foster a better
understanding of Nigeria – its history, people,
knowledge systems and possible futures. As
an urban practitioner, she has contributed to
the efforts of organisations such as Laterite
(UK), Spaces for Change (Nigeria), Institute for
Liberty and Democracy (Peru) and Heinrich Böll
Foundation (Nigeria & Germany).
Olamide Udoma is an urban activist and creative
practitioner – researcher, writer, artist and
film maker. She has recently contributed to
Centre for Affordable Housing Finance in Africa
Yearbook (SA), Cities The Magazine (Sweden)
and Ventures Africa (Nigeria). Olamide is currently
working within the field of tech innovation at
Co-Creation Hub, Nigeria’s first open living lab
and pre-incubation space, and is an advocate for
sustainable transportation and social engagement
within street spaces.

Jepchumba
Jude Anogwih is a visual artist and curator living
and working in Lagos, Nigeria. Recent curatorial
projects include Co-Curator of Biennale Jogja
XIII, Yogyakarta, Indonesia 2015 and Sights
and Sounds: Global Film and Video (20132016), Jewish Museum, New York. In addition
he has organised and curated several local
and international projects since 2008. He is a
founding member and co-coordinator of Video
Art Network Lagos, and has taken part in several
exhibitions locally and internationally as a
practicing artist. His artistic work interrogates the
concept of identity, mobility and migration.
Ayodele Arigbabu works in Lagos as an architect
and writer. Ayo is the director of the Dream
Arts Design Agency, a creative enterprise with
interests in publishing, film and digital media
(publishers of the LAGOS_2060 anthology). Ayo
is active as a writer and digital artist and is also
a Programme / Festival Director with CORA Art
and the Cultural Foundation, the leading cultural
advocacy platform in the country.
Ore Disu is the executive director of Nsibidi
Institute, a non-profit independent research
organisation based in Lagos, Nigeria. Under

Jepchumba is an AFRICAN DIGITAL ARTIST
and DIGITAL ENTHUSIAST who works hard to
combine her two passions: Digital Media and
Africa. Originally from Kenya, she has lived around
the world developing her interest in philosophy,
art and technology. An African digital artist,
Jepchumba loves experimenting with motion,
sound and various digital effects and techniques
and has an extensive background in digital art,
web design and development, audio/visual
production and social media strategies.

Just A Band
The group was formed when their members were
studying at Kenyatta University. They went on to
release the song IWINYO PINY accompanied by a
self-made animated music video. Initially the song
received little airplay due to its unconventional
musical style, but with time they started to gain
popularity through underground channels. Their
debut album SCRATCH TO REVEAL was relatively
successful. They released their second single HA-

HE on 17 March 2010, accompanied by a music
video featuring a character known as Makmende.
The video has subsequently been described as
Kenya’s first viral internet meme by the Wall Street
Journal, CNN and Fast Company. Also their track
HUFF + PUFF can be hear over the 2012 movie
“House at the End of the Street”. The Band are
also notable for their DIY aesthetic. In addition to
writing, recording and engineering their music, the
band creates their own music videos, packaging
and promotional items and has established a
strong web and blog presence.

Wanuri Kahiu
Wanuri Kahiu is a Kenyan alumna of UCLA’s
master’s program in film directing and made her
professional debut in 2006, directing a behindthe-scenes documentary, The Spark that Unites.
In 2008, she completed her first feature film,
From a Whisper, which was based on the real-life
events surrounding the 1998 twin bombings of
US Embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. The
film went on to win several international awards.
In 2009, Kahiu completed a short science-fiction
film, Pumzi, which was partially funded by Focus
Features (part of NBC Universal), the GoetheInstitut, and Changa Moto Fund in Kenya.
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Jean Mukendi Katambayi

Kapwani Kiwanga

Jean Mukendi Katambayi’s spent his childhood
on a mining site in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, his youth defined by the screeching
sounds of sirens and the humdrum routine
imposed by the colonial establishment which
monopolised the steel industry. Katambayi’s
parents, a technician and administrative officer,
worked amidst a slag-like mountain and a
distorted steel chimney.

Kapwani Kiwanga studied Anthropology and
Comparative Religions at McGill University,
Canada. She has been artist-in-residence at
L’Ecole National Supérieure des Beaux-Arts, Paris
(France); Le Fresnoy: National Contemporary
Art Studio (France); MU Foundation, Eindhoven
(Netherlands); Le Manège, Dakar, Senegal.

Absorbed in a society that was not able to
dedicate considerable energy to arts and
culture Katambayi was prompted to question his
immediate community, its future and discourse
with the rest of the world. The artist responded
by engaging with the medium of cardboard and
accompanied by his technical reflexes handed
down from his father, Katambayi created imaginary
machines. Specialist techniques of art and craft,
combined with a deeper reading of mathematics,
particularly geometry, have informed his artworks.
Katambayi has participated in several residencies
and a few international exhibitions. His most
distinguished residency was in 2010 at l’Ecole
Supérieure d’Art d’Aix en Provence in 2010,
where he concentrated his efforts on establishing
a connection between colour and the sense
of touch. His work ‘Escon’ scrutinizes the
dilemma between intention and destiny and
serves to function as a means of participating
in a contemporary litany, which examines the
environmental regard of Africa.
He is interested in what motivates the
transformation of societies, particularly those
that are called to produce energy. Katambayi is
recently exhibitioned at Thyssen-Bornemisza Art
Contemporary in Vienna and Palais de Tokyo
in Paris, in addition to further residencies with
VANSA Johannesburg, WIELS in Brussels at he
continues address issues surrounding the earth
and environment.

Her film and video works have been nominated
for two BAFTAs and have received awards at
international film festivals. She has exhibited
internationally including at Centre Pompidou,
Paris, France; Foundation Ricard, Paris, France;
Glasgow Centre of Contemporary Art; Paris Photo;
Bienal Internacional de Arte Contemporáneo,
Almería, Spain; and the Art Catalyst, London.

Recent and upcoming exhibitions include Jeu de
Paume, Paris; Berlin Ethnographic Museum, The
Swedish Contemporary Art Foundation, Galerie
Marian Goodman, Paris; Fondation Ricard, Paris,
Salt, Istanbul, Irish Museum of Modern Art, Tiwani
Contemporary, London, Tanja Wagner, Berlin.

Emma Laurence
Emma Laurence is a curator at the Goodman
Gallery. She specializes in producing cross genre
art performances, and initiating collaborations
and projects that exist beyond the confines of
traditional gallery space. Laurence, in addition
to assisting with the production of Post African
Futures, curated and produced the main
performance The Afterlife with Mr Gold: Episode
4. Her projects have included performances by
The Brother Moves On, NTU and Vintage Cru.
During her tenure, she has brought artists, such
as, Nelisiwe Xaba, Tabita Rezaire and Nolan
Oswald Dennis into the gallery program. She
has curated several important group exhibitions,
including Working Title 2013, Surfacing, and
Other People’s Memories as well as co-ordinating
the gallery’s presence on the Art Basel and
Frieze art fairs. Over the past five years, she has
worked with established and emerging local and
international artists, including, Alfredo Jaar, Liza

Lou, Mounir Fatmi, Kendell Geers, Hank Willis
Thomas, and Kudzanai Chiurai. She co-edited
with Dr Robert Muponde the forthcoming (2016)
catalogue Kudzanai Chiurai : Harvest of Thorns,
and is currently completing an M.A in the history
of art at the University of Witwatersrand. She lives
and works in Johannesburg, South Africa.

Nthato Mokgata
Nthato Mokgata aka Spoek Mathambo is a
world-renowned musician/producer/visual artist
from Johannesburg. Mathambo has released EPs
and albums on prestigious labels such as Sony,
Sub Pop and Mad Decent to name a few. At the
vanguard of a new wave of young African artists,
producer/ singer/rapper Spoek – defined and
refined by his unique take on music – is bringing
an original and futuristic sound to a global
following. Spoek Mathambo live act has taken him
to Argentina, Brazil, Russia, Ukraine, New Zealand
the UK, Western Europe, Canada and the United
States.
Music videos released in support of ‘Mshini Wam’
include the award-winning ‘Control’ – a cover
of Joy Division’s ‘She’s Lost Control’. The video
picked up a Young Director Award at the 2011
Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity,
as well as a Gold Award at South Africa’s Loeries
in 2011.

The Brother Moves On
The Brother Moves On (TBMO) got tired of of
the idea of being a band and embraced a multiaestetic multi-disciplinary concept of a collective
happening to new spaces and places. Rechallenging hip hop’s five pillars(MCing, DJaying,
B-boying, graffiti writing and knowledge of self)
into a conceptechnic performance art project that
incorporates historical, political and sociological
perspectives, the collective hopes to remind and
be reminded of the worth of its art.

The Brother Moves On began as a selfproclaimed art movement mainly of graphic
and fine artists and since began incorporating
instrumentalists for the live performance
environment. The name The Brother Moves On is
a gram- matical misconfiguration of The Brother
Mouzone, a fictional character in the American
television drama series The Wire. In their
emerging stages, the movement interrogated the
notion that members were each an impermanent
part of the process. Hence the derivation of the
name The Brother Moves On. The Brother’s
sound is a tradition-trouncing trans-Atlantic
Afro-centric futuristically ancient fusion that jack
knifes between offworld spectral dub-metal,
hyperrhythmic rock psychedelia, indie-township
and astro-afro- free-jazz.

Thenjiwe Niki Nkosi
Thenjiwe Niki Nkosi was born in New York and
has lived in Harare and Johannesburg on and
off since the early 1990s. She is a painter, video
artist and filmmaker who divides her time between
studio work and navigating the field of art as
social practice. Her work investigates power
and its structures – political, social, architectural.
Implicit in her examination of these structures
is an interrogation of the invisible forces that
create them, and an imagining of alternatives.
Her paintings and films have been shown at the
Ifa Gallery in Berlin, the South London Gallery
and Tate Modern in London, the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Rio de Janeiro and the
Standard Bank Gallery in Johannesburg. Nkosi
obtained her BA from Harvard University and her
MFA from the School of Visual Arts in New York.

Mũchiri Njenga
Born in 1985, Mũchiri Njenga is a self-taught visual
artist, animator and filmmaker. A native of Nairobi,
working within a variety of fields, he combines his
passion for storytelling with an idiosyncratic style
of mixing recycled materials with modern digital
techniques. African-futures underpins the majority

of his personal work. Muchiri is also the founder of
Studio Ang, a Nairobi-based art collective.

history, and how nostalgia and memory intersect
in the conceptualisation of the present. He is
also working with music composers in creating
new audio works that opens the listener’s ears to
locating narratives that are often embedded
in sounds.

NTU
NTU is an agency concerned with the spiritual
futures of technology.
Founded in 2015 by tech healers Bogosi
Sekhukhuni, Nolan Oswald Dennis and Tabita
Rezaire, NTU seeks to enhance intersubjective
virtual user possibilities by providing decolonial
therapies for the digital age. Drawing from
African spiritual philosophies, NTU embrace
the interdepen- dency of the organic, spititual
and technological realm to restore energetic
imbalances. NTU presented Nervous Conditioner,
a network prototype at Post African Futures
exhibition in Johannesburg and collaborated
with Saith Technologies for their first solo show
commissioned by 89+ for the Co-Workers:
Network as Artist exhibition at the Museum of
Modern Art Paris.
NTU, Founded in 2015, Based in Johannesbug,
South Africa.

Brooklyn J Pakathi
>23
>Anxious
>Creative
>Depressive
vExperimental Film-Maker / Artist
>Escapist
>EmojiWave
>Lover
>Musician
>Vegetarian
>Writer
#ShyBoy

Pamela Phatsimo Sunstrum
Emeka Ogboh
Emeka Ogbho works primarily with sound and
video to explore ways of understanding cities as
cosmopolitan spaces with their unique characters.
His work contemplates broad notions of listening
and hearing as its main focus. He transposes,
inserts, and installs sounds in diverse locations
to contemplate compelling issues surrounding
migration and globalisation. His sound recordings
also consider the history and aural infrastructure
of cities, Lagos, Nigeria in particular. These Lagos
recordings have produced a corpus of work
entitled “Lagos Soundscapes,” which he has
installed in different contexts. The installations
often require a phenomenological immersion
and an engagement with the imaginary such
that the viewer encounters Lagos without being
physically present in it. Ogboh has begun to
explore audio archives, a recent interest in

Pamela Phatsimo Sunstrum is an artist working
in the fields of drawing, animation, installation
and performance. Her work has been shown at
the Museum of Contemporary African Diaspora
Artists in New York, the Visual Arts Network of
South Africa in Johannesburg, The Kitchen in New
York, Davidson College in North Carolina, the
Pretoria Art Museum, the Gantt Center for African
American Arts and Culture, Tiwani Gallery in
London, the Ithuba Arts Gallery in Johannesburg,
the FRAC Gallery in Carquefou, France, and the
2012 Havana Biennale in Cuba. Sunstrum was
born in Mochudi, Botswana and grew up living in
different parts of Africa, Asia and North America.
After completing her Masters in Fine Arts from
the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore,
USA, Sunstrum returned to Johannesburg
where she currently lives and works.
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Lebogang Rasethaba

Haythem Zakaria

Lebo Rasethaba, after a short stint in advertising
working as a junior copyrighter where he won
a few Loerie Awards, made his way to Beijing
to begin a long and unique foray into the world
of alternative storytelling. With all the limits
opposed on him by the hegemonic society, his
surroundings forced him to develop a more lateral
approach to storytelling. Five years later, a few
awards, and a hunger to be part of the creative
black led revolution in South Africa, Rasethaba
returned to South Africa and was approached to
make a documentary about Comrade Andrew
Mlangeni.

Haythem Zakaria constantly winds and unwinds
the thread going from the interiority to the
exteriority of Being, for he knows there is no limit
to exteriority, it is only the other side of interiority
allowing the creative imagination infinite liberty in
its every move; and it is through this channel that
any initiatory vision ripens, draws its inspiration
and finally comes into being for the senses.

At around the same time, best friend and partner
in creative crime Spoek Mathambo approached
Lebogang to make a film about electronic music
in South Africa. Already boasting a long journey
in collaboration from music videos to short films,
Spoek Mathambo and Lebogang began the
journey that would become Future sounds of
Mzansi. In the short time he had returned home,
he was already shooting videos for heavyweight
brands such as Nike, Redbull, and Adidas to name
a few. Rasethaba is represented by Egg Films
and has recently founded Arcade Content and is
making inroads into the world of filmmaking.

Tabita Rezaire
Tabita Rezaire is a French born Guyanese/Danish
new media artist, intersectional preacher, cultural
health activist, tech-politics researcher and
Kemetic yoga teacher based in Johannesburg.
Her work focuses on decolonial knowledge and
explores the political aesthetics of resistance
through screen-based practices. Addressing
the performativity of encounters - online and
offline - her works tackle the pervasive matrix of
coloniality and its affects on technology, sexuality,
race, gender, media representation, health and
spirituality. Confronting occidental hegemony,
she provides alternative narratives through
digital healing activism challenging our whitesupremacist-patriarchal-cis-hetero-globalized
world screen.

Haythem Zakaria is a Tunisian artist currently living
in France. He draws his inspiration as much from
Sufi thought as from subversive visual techniques
such as the glitch technique, meta-image, or cine
process, orienting them towards experimentation
with generative devices in real time.
As such he explores processes aiming at
augmenting the image by incorporating, grafting
or superimposing visual or sound indications,
probing the visual creation by working on the
proliferation of the image and its regeneration in
visual partitions.

Smiso Zwane
Smiso Zwane, Okmalumkoolkat aka ‘all
black black kat’, aka ‘smart mompara’ aka
‘bhut’yang’chaza’ aka ‘ikati elimnyama’ aka ‘The
Sjambok Ambu’ is a “man of many names and
many games.” Okmalumkoolkat has gained a
cult-like following both in South Africa and abroad
as a purveyor of underground cultural cool. The
one-of-a-kind artist is a tastemaker and a game
changer both sonically and visually; his extensive
body of work includes renowned projects such
as Boyznbucks, Dirty Paraffin and Holy Oxygen.
He has collaborated with the likes of Spoek
Mathambo, LV, OKZharp, The Frown, Motel Mari,
Kid Fonque and many other musicians and record
labels, and aims to continue to inject the South
African spirit into electronic music.

